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Magnetic electric effects in ferromagnetic metals are discussed from the view-
point of effective spin electromagnetic field that couples to conduction electron
spin. The effective field in the adiabatic limit is the spin Berry’s phase in space
and time, and it leads to spin motive force (voltage generated by magnetization
dynamics) and topological Hall effect due to spin chirality. Its gauge coupling
to spin current describes the spin transfer effect, where magnetization structure
is driven by an applied spin current. The idea of effective gauge field can be
extended to include spin relaxation and Rashba spin-orbit interaction. Voltage
generation by the inverse Edelstein effect in junctions is interpreted as due to
the electric component of Rashba-induced spin gauge field. The spin gauge
field arising from the Rashba interaction turns out to coincides with troidal
moment, and causes asymmetric light propagation (directional dichroism) as a
result of the Doppler shift. Rashba conductor without magnetization is shown
to be natural metamaterial exhibiting negative refraction.
Keywords: Spintronics, Spin-charge conversion, Gauge field, Rashba spin-orbit
interaction
1. Introduction
Our technology is based on various electromagnetic phenomena. For de-
signing electronics devices, the Maxwell’s equation is therefore of essential
importance. The mathematical structure of the electromagnetic field is
governed by a U(1) gauge symmetry, i.e., an invariance of physical laws
under phase transformations. The gauge symmetry is equivalent to the
conservation of the electric charge, and was established when a symme-
try breaking of unified force occured immediately after the big bang. The
beautiful mathematical structure of charge electromagnetism was therefore
determined when our universe started, and there is no way to modify its
laws.
Interestingly, charge electromagnetism is not the only electromagnetism
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Fig. 1. The spin of a conduction electron is rotated by a strong sd interaction with
magnetization as it moves in the presence of a magnetization texture, resulting in a spin
gauge field. Magnetization texture is therefore equivalent to an effective electromagnetic
field for conduction electron spin.
allowed in the nature. In fact, electromagnetism arises whenever there is a
U(1) gauge symmetry associated with conservation of some effective charge.
In solids, there are several systems which have the U(1) gauge symmetry as
a good approximation. Solids could thus display several types of effective
electromagnetic fields. A typical example is a ferromagnetic metal. In fer-
romagnetic metals, conduction electron spin (mostly s electron) is coupled
to the magnetization (or localized spins of d electrons) by an interaction
called the sd interaction, which tends to align the electron spin parallel (or
anti-parallel) to the localized spin. This interaction is strong in most 3d
ferromagnetic metals, and as a result, conduction electron’s spin originally
consisting of three components, reduces to a single component along the lo-
calized spin direction. The remaining component is invariant under a phase
transformation, i.e., has a U(1) gauge symmetry just like the electric charge
does. A spin electromagnetic field thus emerges that couples to conduction
electron’s spin.
The subject of the present paper is this spin electromagnetic field. Spin
electromagnetic field drives electron’s spin, and thus plays essential roles
in spintronics. There is a gauge field for the spin electromagnetic field, a
spin gauge field, which couples to spin current of the conduction electron.
The gauge coupling describes the effects of spin current on the localized spin
dynamics. As we shall see, when a spin-polarized electric current is applied,
the adiabatic spin gauge field leads to spin-transfer torque and moves the
magnetization structure (Sec. 6). The world of spin electromagnetic field
is richer than that of electric charge, since the electron’s spin in solids is
under influence of various interactions such as spin-orbit interaction. We
shall show that even magnetic monopoles can emerge (Sec. 4)
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Fig. 2. Ferromagnetic metals have magnetization and conduct electricity, indicating
existence of localized spins and conduction electrons.
A spin electromagnetic field was first discussed in the context of a volt-
age generated by a canting of a driven domain wall by L. Berger1, and
mathematically rigorous formulation was given by G. Volovik2. The idea
of effective gauge field was shown to be extended to the cases with spin
relaxation3, and Rashba interaction4–7.
Some of the phenomena discussed in this paper overlaps those in the
paper by R. Raimondi in this lecture series, studied base on the Boltzmann
equation approach8.
2. Ferromagnetic metal
Let us start with a brief introduction of ferromagnetic metals (Fig. 2).
Ferromagnets have magnetization, namely, an ensemble of localized spins.
Denoting the localized spin as S, the magnetization is M = −~γa3 S, where
γ(> 0) and a are gyromagnetic ratio and lattice constant, respectively.
As the electron has negative charge, the localized spin and magnetization
points opposite direction. In 3d transition metals, localized spins are aligned
spins of 3d electrons. Ferromagnetic metals have finite conductivity, indi-
cating that there are conduction electrons, mainly 4s electrons. The con-
duction electrons and d electrons are coupled via sd mixing. As a result,
there arises an exchange interaction between conduction electron spin, s,
and localized spin, which reads
Hsd = −JsdS · s, (1)
where Jsd represents the strength. In this article, the localized spin is
treated as classical variable, neglecting the conduction of d electrons.
The dynamics of localized spin is described by the Landau-Lifshiz-
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Gilbert (LLG) equation,
n˙ = γB × n+ αn× n˙, (2)
where n ≡ S/S is a unit vector representing the direction of localized spin,
B is the total magnetic field acting on the spin. The last term of the right
hand side represents the relaxation (damping) of localized spin, called the
Gilbert damping effect and α is the Gilbert damping constant. The Gilbert
damping constant in most metallic ferromagnets are of the order of 10−2.
We shall now start studying phenomena arising from the exchange in-
teraction, Eq. (1), between localized spin and conduction electron.
Fig. 3. Schematic figures showing conduction electron injected to a domain wall. (a):
In the adiabatic limit, i.e., for a large domain wall width, the electron goes through the
wall with a spin flip (left). (b): Non adiabaticity due to finite domain wall width leads
to reflection and electric resistance (right).
3. Electron transport through magnetic domain wall :
phenomenology
We consider a ferromagnetic domain wall, which is a structure where lo-
calized spins (or magnetization) rotate spatially (Fig. 3). Its thickness,
λ, in typical ferromagnets is λ = 10 − 100nm. Let us consider here what
happens when a conduction electron goes through a domain wall. The wall
is a macroscopic object for electrons, since thickness is much larger than
the typical length scale of electron, the Fermi wavelength, 1/kF , which is
atomic scale in metals. The electron is interacting with localized spin via
the sd exchange coupling, Eq. (1). We consider the case of positive Jsd,
but the sign does not change the scenario. The sd interaction tends to align
parallel the localized spin and conduction electron spin. If localized spin
is spatially uniform, therefore, the conduction electron is also uniformly
polarized, and electron transport and magnetism are somewhat decoupled.
Interesting effects arise if the localized spins are spatially varying like the
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Fig. 4. Potential energy V (z) for conduction electron with spin→ and← as a result of
sd exchange interaction. Dotted lines are the cases neglecting spin flip inside the wall,
while solid lines are with spin flip.
case of a domain wall. We choose the z axis along the direction localized
spins change. The lowest energy direction (magnetic easy axis) for local-
ized spins is chosen as along z axis. (The mutual direction between the
localized spin and direction of spin change is irrelevant in the case without
spin-orbit interaction.) The wall in this case is with localized spins inside
the wall changing within the plane of localized spin, and such wall is called
the Ne`el wall. At z = ∞ the localized spin is Sz = S, and is Sz = −S at
z = −∞, and those states are represented a → and ←, respectively. For
← electron, the potential in the left regime is low because of sd exchange
interaction, while that in the right region is high (dotted lines in Fig. 4).
That is, the localized spin structure due to a domain wall acts as a spatially
varying magnetic field, resulting in potential barriers, V→(z) = −JsdSz(z)
and V←(z) = JsdSz(z). Considering the domain wall centered at x = 0
having profile of
Sz(z) = S tanh
z
λ
, Sx(z) =
S
cosh zλ
, Sy = 0, (3)
conduction electron’s Schro¨dinger equation with energy E reads[
− ~
2
2m
d2
dz2
− JsdS
(
σz tanh
z
λ
+ σx
1
cosh zλ
)]
Ψ = EΨ, (4)
Ψ(z) = (Ψ→(z),Ψ←(z)) begin the two-component wave function. If the
spin direction of the conduction electron is fixed along the z axis, the po-
tential barrier represetned by the term proportional to σz leads to reflection
of electron, but in reality, the electron spin can rotate inside the wall as a
result of the term proportional to σx in Eq. (4). The mixing of ← and →
electron leads to the smooth potential barrier plotted as solid lines in Fig.
4.
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Let us consider an incident ← electron from the left. If the electron
is slow, the electron spin can keep the lowest energy state by gradually
rotating its direction inside the wall. This is the adiabatic limit. As there
is no potential barrier for the electron in this limit, no reflection arises from
the domain wall, resulting in a vanishing resistance (Fig. 3(a)) In contrast,
if the electron is fast, the electron spin cannot follow the rotation of the
localized spin, resulting in a reflection and finite resistance (Fig. 3(b)). The
condition for slow and fast is determined by the relation between the time
for the electron to pass the wall and the time for electron spin rotation.
The former is λ/vF for electron with Fermi velocity vF (= ~kF /m) (spin-
dependence of the Fermi wave vector is neglected and m is the electron
mass). The latter time is ~/JsdS, as the electron spin is rotated by the sd
exchange interaction in the wall. Therefore, if
λ
vF
 ~
JsdS
, (5)
is satisfied, the electron is in the adiabatic limit9. The condition of adia-
batic limit here is the case of clean metal (long mean free path); In dirty
metals, it is modified10,11.
The transmission of electron through a domain wall was calculated by G.
G. Cabrera and L. M. Falicov12, and its physical aspects were discussed by
L. Berger1,13. Linear response formulation and scattering approach were
presented in Refs.14–16. The adiabaticity condition was discussed by X.
Waintal and M. Viret9.
3.1. Spin-transfer effect
As we discussed above, in the adiabatic limit, the electron spin gets rotated
after passing through the wall (Fig. 3(a)). The change of spin angular
momentum, 2× ~2 = ~, must be absorbed by the localized spins. (Angular
momentum dissipation as a result of spin relaxation is slow compared to
the exchange of the angular momentum via the sd exchange interaction.)
To absorb the spin change of ~, the domain wall must shift to the right,
resulting in an increase of the spins ←. We consider for simplicity the
case of cubic lattice with lattice constant a. The distance of the wall shift
∆X necessary to absorb the electron’s spin angular momentum of ~ is then
[~/(2~S)]a (Fig. 5)). If we apply a spin-polarized current through the wall
with the density js (spin current density is defined to have the same unit of
A/m2 as the electric current density.) The rate of the angular momentum
change of the conduction electron per unit time and area is ~js/e. As the
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Fig. 5. The shift of the domain wall by a distance ∆X results in a change of the spin
of the localized spins ∆X
a
S −
(
−∆X
a
S
)
= 2S∆X
a
. The angular momentum change is
therefore ~ if ∆X = a
2S
.
number of the localized spins in the unit area is 1/a2, the wall must keep
moving a distance of (js/e)(a
3/2S) per unit time. Namely, when a spin
current density is applied, the wall moves with the speed of
vs ≡ a
3
2eS
js. (6)
This effect was pointed out by L. Berger1 in 1986, and is now called the
spin-transfer effect after the papers by J. Slonczewski17.
From the above considerations in the adiabatic limit, we have found that
a domain wall is driven by spin-polarized current, while the electrons do not
get reflected and no resistance arises from the wall. These two facts naively
seem inconsistent, but are direct consequence of the fact that a domain
wall is a composite structure having both linear momentum and angular
momentum. The adiabatic limit is the limit where angular momentum is
transfered between the electron and the wall, while no linear momentum is
transfered.
4. Adiabatic phase of electron spin
Transport of conduction electrons in the adiabatic (strong sd) limit is theo-
retically studied by calculating the quantum mechanical phase attached to
the wave function of electron spin. We here consider a conduction electron
hopping from a site r to a neighboring site at r′ ≡ r + a (a is a vector
connecting neighboring sites)(Fig. 6). The localized spin direction at those
sites are n(r) ≡ n and n(r+a) ≡ n′, respectively, and the electron’s wave
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Fig. 6. Left: A Unitary transformation U(θ, φ) relates the two spin configurations | ↑〉
and |n〉 as |n〉 = U | ↑〉. Right: The overlap of the wave functions at sites r and r′ is
〈n(r)|n(r′)〉 = 〈↑ |U(r′)−1U(r)|↑〉.
function at the two sites are
|n〉 = cos θ
2
|↑〉+ sin θ
2
eiφ|↓〉
|n′〉 = cos θ
′
2
|↑〉+ sin θ
′
2
eiφ
′ |↓〉, (7)
where θ, φ and θ′, φ′ are the polar angle of n(r) and n(r′), respectively (Fig.
6). The wave functions are concisely written by use of matrices, U(r) and
U(r′), which rotates the spin state |↑〉 to |n〉 (Fig. 6), as |n〉 = U(r)|↑〉 and
|n′〉 = U(r′)| ↑〉. The rotation matrix is given by18 (neglecting irrelevant
phase factors)
U(r) = e
i
2 (φ−pi)σze
i
2 θσye−
i
2 (φ−pi)σz =
(
cos θ2 sin
θ
2e
iφ
− sin θ2e−iφ cos θ2
)
. (8)
The overlap of the electron wave functions at the two sites is thus 〈n′|n〉 =
〈↑ |U(r′)−1U(r)| ↑〉. When localized spin texture is slowly varying, we
can expand the matrix product with respect to a as U(r′)−1U(r) = 1 −
U(r)−1(a · ∇)U(r) +O(a2) to obtain
〈n′|n〉 ' 1− 〈↑|U(r)−1(a · ∇)U(r)|↑〉 ' eiϕ, (9)
where
ϕ ≡ ia · 〈↑ |U(r)−1∇U(r)| ↑〉 ≡ a ·As. (10)
Since (U−1∇U)† = −U−1∇U , ϕ is real. A vector As here plays a role of
a gauge field, similarly to that of the electromagnetism, and it is called
(adiabatic) spin gauge field. By use of Eq. (8), this gauge field reads (the
factor of 12 represents the magnitude of electron spin)
As =
~
2e
(1− cos θ)∇φ. (11)
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For a general path C, the phase is written as an integral along C as
ϕ =
e
~
∫
C
dr ·As. (12)
Existence of path-dependent phase means that there is an effective magnetic
field, Bs, as seen by rewriting the integral over a closed path by use of the
Stokes theorem as
ϕ =
e
~
∫
S
dS ·Bs, (13)
where
Bs ≡ ∇×As, (14)
represents the curvature or effective magnetic field. This phase ϕ, arising
from strong sd interaction, couples to electron spin, and is called the spin
Berry’s phase. Time-derivative of phase is equivalent to a voltage, and thus
we have effective electric field defined by
ϕ˙ = − e
~
∫
C
dr ·Es, (15)
where
Es ≡ −A˙s, (16)
(For a gauge invariant expression of Es, we need to include the time com-
ponent of the gauge field, As,0
19.) In terms of vector n the effective fields
read
Es,i = − ~
2e
n · (n˙×∇in)
Bs,i =
~
4e
∑
jk
ijkn · (∇jn×∇kn). (17)
These two fields couple to the electron spin and are called spin electromag-
netic fields (As is spin gauge field). They satisfy the Faraday’s law,
∇×Es + B˙s = 0, (18)
as a trivial result of their definitions. Defining the spin magnetic charge as
∇ ·Bs ≡ ρm, (19)
we see that ρm = 0 as a local identity, since spin vector with fixed length
has only two independent variables, and therefore
∑
ijkijk(∇in) · (∇jn×
∇kn) = 0. However, there is a possibility that the volume integral,
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Fig. 7. Magnetization structures, n(r), of a hedgehog monopole having a monopole
charge of Qm = 1 and the one with Qm = 2 . At the center, n(r) has a singularity and
this gives rise to a finite monopole charge.
Es Bs
Fig. 8. Spin electric field Es and spin magnetic field Bs act oppositely for electrons
with opposite spin, and thus are useful for generation of spin current.
Qm ≡
∫
d3rρm, is finite; In fact, using the Gauss’s law we can write (
∫
dS
represents a surface integral)
Qm =
h
4pie
∫
dS ·Ω, (20)
and it follows that Qm =
h
e×integer since 14pi
∫
dS ·Ω is a winding number,
an integer, of a mapping from a sphere in the coordinate space to a sphere
in spin space. If the mapping is topologically non-trivial as a result of a
singularity, the monopole charge is finite. Typical nontrivial structures of n
are shown in Fig. 7. The singular structure with a single monopole charge
is called the hedgehog monopole.
The Faraday’s law similarly reads (∇ × Es)i + B˙si = ~4e
∑
ijk ijkn˙ ·
(∇jn × ∇kn) ≡ jm, which vanishes locally but is finite when integrated,
indicating that topological monopole current jm exists.
The other two Maxwell’s equations describing ∇ · Es and ∇ ×Bs are
derived by evaluating the induced spin density and spin current based on
linear response theory4,19.
5. Detection of spin electromagnetic fields
The spin electromagnetic fields are real fields detectable in transport mea-
surements. They couples to the spin polarization of the electrons (Fig.
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8), and because spin density and spin current in ferromagnetic metals is
always accompanied with electric charge and current, respectively, the ef-
fects of the spin magnetic fields are observable in electric measurements.
The electric component Es is directly observable as a voltage generation
from magnetization dynamics, and the voltage signals of µV order have
been observed for the motion of domain walls and vortices20,21. The spin
magnetic field causes an anomalous Hall effect of spin, i.e., the spin Hall
effect called the topological Hall effect. The spin electric field arises if mag-
netization structure carrying spin magnetic field becomes dynamical due to
the Lorentz force from Bs according to Es = v ×Bs, where v denotes the
electron spin’s velocity. The topological Hall effect due to skyrmion lattice
turned out to induce Hall resistivity of 4nΩcm22,23. Although those signals
are not large, existence of spin electromagnetic fields is thus confirmed ex-
perimentally. It was recently shown theoretically that spin magnetic field
couples to helicity of circularly polarized light (topological inverse Faraday
effect)24, and an optical detection is thus possible.
6. Effects of spin gauge field on magnetization dynamics
As discussed in the previous section, the spin gauge field are measured by
transport experiments. Here we study the opposite effect, the effects of spin
gauge field on magnetization dynamics when spin current is applied. The
spin gauge field is expected to couple to the spin current of the electron,
js, via the minimal coupling,
HAs =
∫
d3r
[
−~
e
As · js + n~
2
2m
(As)
2 − 2~As,0ρs
]
, (21)
where n is the electron density, and ρs =
1
2 (n+ − n−) is the electron spin
density, nσ (σ = ±) representing the density of electron with spin σ. The
field As,0 is the time component of spin gauge field (Eq. (11) with spa-
tial derivative replaced by time derivative). (For rigorous derivation of the
coupling, see Eqs. (38)(39).) As the spin gauge field is written in terms of
localized spin variables, θ and φ, as a result of Eq. (11), this interaction
describes how the spin current and electron density affects the magnetiza-
tion dynamics. Here we study the adiabatic limit, where the contribution
second order in As (the second term of the right hand side of Eq. (21) is
neglected. Including the gauge interaction, the Lagrangian for the localized
spin reads
LS =
∫
d3r
[
2
a3
As,0
(
S + ρsa
3
)− ~
e
As · js
]
−HS , (22)
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where HS is the Hamiltonian. We see that the magnitude of localized spin is
modified to be the effective one S ≡ S+ρsa3 including the spin polarization
of the conduction electron. Writing the gauge field terms explicitly, we have
LS =
∫
d3r
[
S(1− cos θ)
(
∂
∂t
− vs · ∇
)
φ
]
−HS , (23)
where vs ≡ a32eS js. The velocity vs here agrees with the phenomenological
one, Eq. (6), if electron spin polarization is neglected (i.e., if S = S).
In the adiabatic limit, therefore, the time-derivative of the localized spin
in the equation of motion is replaced by the Galilean invariant form with
a moving velocity of vs when a spin current is present. The equation of
motion derived from the Lagrangian (23) reads(
∂
∂t
− vs · ∇
)
S = −γBS × S, (24)
where BS is the effective magnetic field due to HS . From Eq. (24), it is ob-
vious that the magnetization structure flows with velocity vs, and this effect
is in fact the spin-transfer effect discussed phenomenologically in Sec. 3.1.
It should be noted that the effect is mathematically represented by a simple
gauge interaction of Eq. (22). The equation of motion (24) is the Landau-
Lifshiz-Gilbert (LLG) equation including adiabatic spin-transfer effect. It
was theoretically demonstrated that the spin-transfer torque induces a red
shift of spin wave, resulting in instability of uniform ferromagnetic state
under spin-polarized current25.
In reality, there is nonadiabatic contribution described by spin-flip inter-
actions. Such contribution leads to a mixing of the electron spins resulting
in a scattering of the conduction electron and a finite resistance due to the
magnetization structure15,16. This scattering gives rise to a force on the
magnetization structure as a counter action26.
As we have seen, the concept of adiabatic spin gauge field is useful to give
a unified description of both electron transport properties in the presence
of magnetization structure and the magnetization dynamics in the presence
of spin-polarized current.
7. Field-theoretic description
So far we discussed that an effective spin gauge field emerges by looking
into the quantum mechanical phase factor attached to conduction electron
in the presence of magnetization structures. Existence of effective gauge
field is straightforwardly seen in field-theoretic description.
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A field-theoretical description is based on the Lagrangian of the system,
Lˆ = i~
∫
d3r
∑
σ
cˆ†σ ˙ˆcσ − Hˆ, (25)
where Hˆ = Kˆ + Hˆsd is the field Hamiltonian. Here
Kˆ =
∫
d3r
∑
σ
cˆ†σ
(
− ~
2
2m
∇2
)
cˆσ =
~2
2m
∑
σ
∫
d3r(∇cˆ†σ)(∇cˆσ) (26)
describes the free electron part in terms of field operators for conduction
electron, cˆσ and cˆ
†
σ, where σ = ± denotes spin. The sd exchange interaction
is represented by
Hˆsd = −JsdS
2
∫
d3rcˆ†(n · σ)cˆ. (27)
We are interested in the case where n(r, t) changes in space and time slowly
compared to the electron’s momentum and energy scales. How the electron
’feels’ when flowing through such slowly varying structure is described by
introducing a rotating frame where the sd exchange interaction is locally
diagonalized. In Sec. 4, we introduced a unitary matrix U(r, t), and this
matrix is used here to introduce a new electron operator as
aˆ(r, t) = U(r, t)cˆ(r, t). (28)
The new operator aˆ describes the low energy dynamics for the case of
strong sd exchange interaction. In fact, the sd exchange interaction for this
electron is diagonalized to be
Hˆsd = −M
∫
d3raˆ†σzaˆ, (29)
where M ≡ JsdS2 . Instead, the kinetic term for the new electron is modified,
because derivative of the electron field is modified as
∇cˆ = U(∇+ iAs)aˆ, (30)
where
As ≡ −iU†∇U. (31)
Here As is a 2× 2 matrix, whose componets are represented by using Pauli
matrices as
As,i =
∑
α=x,y,z
Aαs,iσα. (32)
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Equation (30) indicates that the new electron field aˆ is interacting with an
effective gauge field, As. This gauge field has three components, is non-
commutative and is called the SU(2) gauge field. The three components
explicitly readAxs,µAys,µ
Azs,µ
 = 1
2
−∂µθ sinφ− sin θ cosφ∂µφ∂µθ cosφ− sin θ sinφ∂µφ
(1− cos θ)∂µφ
 . (33)
Due to Eq. (30), the kinetic term Kˆ is written in terms of aˆ electron as
Kˆ =
~2
2m
∫
d3r[(∇− iAs)aˆ†][(∇+ iAs)aˆ]. (34)
Similarly, time-component of the gauge field
As,0 ≡ −iU†∂tU, (35)
arises from the time-derivative term (i~cˆ†σ ˙ˆcσ) of the Lagrangian (25). The
Lagrangian in terms of aˆ electron therefore reads
Lˆ =
∫
d3r
[
i~aˆ† ˙ˆa− ~
2
2m
|∇aˆ|2 + F aˆ†aˆ+Maˆ†σzaˆ
+i
~2
2m
∑
i
(aˆ†As,i∇iaˆ− (∇iaˆ†)As,iaˆ)− ~
2
2m
A2s aˆ†aˆ− ~aˆ†As,0aˆ
]
. (36)
If we introduce electron density operator, nˆ ≡ aˆ†aˆ, and operators for spin
dnesity and spin current density as
ρˆsα ≡
1
2
aˆ†σαaˆ, jˆαs,i ≡
−i
2m
aˆ†
↔
∇i σαaˆ ≡ −i
2m
[
aˆ†σα(∇iaˆ)− (∇iaˆ†)σαaˆ
]
,
(37)
it reads
Lˆ =
∫
d3r
[
i~aˆ† ˙ˆa− ~
2
2m
|∇aˆ|2 + F aˆ†aˆ+Maˆ†σzaˆ− jˆαs,iAαs,i −
~2
2m
A2s nˆ− ρˆsαAαs,0
]
.
(38)
In the case of M/F  1 (large Jsd), the electron with spin ↓ has high
energy because of strong spin splitting, Eq. (29), and is neglected. In
this case, only the z component of the gauge field, Azs,i, survives. This
component is thus essentially a U(1) gauge field, which coincides with the
U(1) gauge field we have obtained from the argument of electron’s phase
factor, namely, As = Azs . The total Hamiltonian in the limit of large Jsd
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therefore reduces to the one for a charged particle in the presence of a U(1)
gauge field As;
Hˆ =
∫
d3r
[
~2
2m
[(∇− iAs)aˆ†↑][(∇+ iAs)aˆ↑]−
JsdS
2
aˆ†↑aˆ↑
]
. (39)
The field-theoretic method present here is highly useful, as it leads to a
conclusion of the existence of an effective gauge field for spin simply by
carrying out a unitary transformation to diagonalize strong sd exchange
interaction.
8. Non-adiabaticity and spin relaxation
In reality, there is a deviation from the adiabatic limit we have considered
so far. One origin is the fact that the magnetization structure is not in the
slowly varying limit, but has a finite length scale of spatial modulation. This
effect, we call the non adiabaticity, leads to reflection of conduction electron
by magnetization structures as in Fig. 3(b), resulting in a force on the
magnetization structure when an electric current is applied13,26. In terms of
torque, the effect of the force due to reflection is represented by a non-local
torque, as it arises from finite momentum transfer27. Another effect we need
to take into account is the relaxation (damping) of spin schematically shown
in the Fig. 9. In metallic ferromagnets, the damping mostly arises from
the spin-orbit interaction, as seen from the fact that the Gilbert damping
parameter α and the g value has a correlation of α ∝ (g − 2)2 as shown
in Ref.28. Spin relaxation generates a torque perpendicular to the motion
of the spin, resulting in a canting of the precession axis. Similarly, when a
spin current js is applied, the spin relaxation thus was argued to induce a
torque perpendicular to the spin-transfer torque, i.e.,
τβ ≡ β a
3
2e
n× (js · ∇)n, (40)
where β is a coefficient representing the effect of spin relaxation29,30.
Those effects of non adiabaticity and spin relaxation can be calculated
from a microscopic viewpoint27,31. Let us go back to the LLG equation for
localized spin interacting with conduction electron spin via the sd exchange
interaction. The total Hamiltonian is HS −M
∑
r n(r) ·σ−He, where HS
and He are the Hamiltonian for localized spin and conduction electron,
respectively. The equation of motion for localized spin is given by
n˙ = γBS × n+ γBe × n, (41)
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Fig. 9. Spin relaxation induces a torque perpendicular to the spin motion and let the
spin relax to the stable direction along the external magnetic field.
where γBS ≡ 1~ δHSδn and
γBe ≡ 1~
δHe
δn
= −M
~
〈σ〉 , (42)
are the effective magnetic field arising from the localized spin and conduc-
tion electron, respectively. The field Be is represented by the expectation
value of electron spin density, 〈σ〉, and all the effects from the conduction
electron is included in this field; Equation (41) is exact if 〈σ〉 is evaluated
exactly. Field theoretic approach is suitable for a systematic evaluation of
the electron spin density. We move to a rotated frame where the electron
spin is described choosing the local z axis along the localized spin. In the
case we are interested, namely, when the effect of non adiabaticity and
damping are weak, these effects are treated perturbatively.
The spin density in the laboratory frame is written in terms of the spin
in the rotated frame s˜ as si = Rij s˜j , where
Rij ≡ 2mimj − δij , (43)
is a rotation matrix, m ≡ (sin θ2 cosφ, sin θ2 sinφ, cos θ2 ) being the vector
which define the unitary rotation. The perpendicular components (denoted
by ⊥) of electron spin density in the rotated frame are calculated as11
s˜⊥ = −2ρs
M
A⊥s,0 −
a3
eM
js · A⊥s −
αsr
M
(zˆ ×A⊥s,0)−
βsr
eM
(zˆ × (js · A⊥s )). (44)
The effect of spin relaxation is included in αsr and βsr = ~/(2Mτs), both
proportional to the spin relaxation time, τs
31. The first term of Eq. (44)
represents the renormalization of the localized spin as a result of electron
spin polarization and the second term, induced in the presence of applied
spin current, describes the adiabatic spin-transfer torque. Using the iden-
tity
Rij(As,µ)⊥j = −
1
2
(n× ∂µn)i, Rij(zˆ ×A⊥s,µ)j =
1
2
∂µni, (45)
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we see that Eq. (44) leads to
(1 + ρsa
3)n˙ = αn× n˙− a
3
2e
(js · ∇)n− βa
3
2e
[n× (js · ∇)n] + γBS × n,
(46)
which is the LLG equation taking into account the torque due to electrons.
Here α ≡ αsr and β ≡ βsr, neglecting other origins for Gilbert damping and
nonadiabatic torque.
9. Current-driven domain wall motion
Let us briefly discuss dynamics of a domain wall based on the LLG equation
(46) including the current-induced torques. We consider an one-dimensional
and rigid wall, neglecting deformation. For a domain wall to be created,
the system must have an easy axis magnetic anisotropy energy. We also
include the hard-axis anisotropy energy, which turns out to govern the
domain wall motion. Choosing the easy and the hard axises along the z
and the y directions, respectively, the anisotropy energy is represented by
the Hamiltonian
HK ≡
∫
d3r
a3
[
−KS
2
2
cos2 θ +
K⊥S2
2
sin2 θ sin2 φ
]
, (47)
where K and K⊥ are the easy- and hard-axis anisotropy energies (both are
positive). We need to take into account of course the exchange coupling,
which is essential for ferromagnetism, which in the continuum expression
reads
HJ ≡
∫
d3r
JS2a2
2
(∇n)2. (48)
The domain wall solution obtained by minimizing HK and HJ is Eq. (3)
with λ =
√
J/K. Considering a rigid wall, we assume that K  K⊥.
The low energy dynamics of the wall is then described by two variables
(called the collective coordinates), the center coordinate of the wall, X(t),
and the angle φ(t) out-of the easy plane11,32. The wall profile including the
collective coordinates is
nz(z, t) = tanh
z −X(t)
λ
, n±(z, t) ≡ nx ± iny = e
±iφ(t)
cosh z−X(t)λ
. (49)
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The equation of motion for domain wall is obtained by putting the wall
profile (49) in Eq. (46) and integrating over spatial coordinate as
φ˙+ α
X˙
λ
=P
β
λ
j˜
X˙ − αλφ˙ =− vc sin 2φ+ P j˜, (50)
where P ≡ js/j is spin polarization of the current, and both vc ≡ K⊥λS2~
and j˜ ≡ a32eS j have dimension of velocity.
When β = 0, the wall velocity when a constant j˜ is applied is easily
obtained as26
X˙ =
{
0 (j˜ < j˜ic)
|P |
1+α2
√
j˜2 − (j˜ic)2 (j˜ ≥ j˜ic)
(51)
and j˜ic ≡ vcP is the intrinsic threshold current density26. Namely, the wall
cannot move if the applied current is lower than the threshold value. This
is because the torque supplied by the current is totally absorbed by the wall
by tilting the out of plane angle to be sin 2φ = P j˜/vc when the current is
weak (|P j˜/vc| ≤ 1) and thus the wall cannot move. This effect is called
the intrinsic pinning effect11. For larger current density, the torque carried
by the current induces an oscillation of the angle similar to the Walker’s
breakdown in an applied magnetic field, and the wall speed also becomes
an oscillating function of time.
When nonadiabaticity parameter β is finite, the behavior changes
greatly and intrinsic pinning effect is removed and the wall can move with
infinitesimal applied current as long as there is no extrinsic pinning. In
fact, when the applied current density is j˜ > j˜a, where
j˜a ≡ vc
P − βα
, (52)
the solution of Eq. (50) is an oscillating function given by11
X˙ =
β
α
j˜ +
vc
1 + α2
(
j˜
j˜a
)2
− 1
j˜
j˜a
− sin(2ωt− ϑ)
, (53)
where
ω ≡ vc
λ
α
1 + α2
√(
j˜
j˜a
)2
− 1, sinϑ ≡ vc
(βα − P )j˜
. (54)
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Fig. 10. Time averaged wall velocity vw as function of applied spin-polarized current j
for α = 0.01. Intrinsic pinning threshold jic exists only for β = 0. The current density
where derivative of vw is discontinuous corresponds to j˜a.
The time-average of the wall speed is
X˙ =
β
α
j˜ +
vc
1 + α2
1
j˜a
√
j˜2 − j˜2a . (55)
For current density satisfying j˜ < j˜a, the oscillation in Eq. (53) is replaced
by an exponential decay in time, and the wall velocity reaches a terminal
value of
X˙ → β
α
j˜. (56)
The angle of the wall also reaches a terminal value determined by
sin 2φ→
(
β
α
− P
)
j˜
vc
. (57)
The averaged wall speed (Eq. (55)) is plotted in Fig. 10.
The intrinsic pinning is a unique feature of current-driven domain wall,
as the wall cannot move even in the absence of pinning center. In the unit
of A/m2, the intrinsic pinning threshold is
jic =
eS2
Pa3~
K⊥λ. (58)
For device applications, this threshold needs to be lowered by reducing the
hard-axis anisotropy and wall width33. At the same time, the intrinsic
pinning is promising for stable device operations. In fact, in the intrin-
sic pinning regime, the threshold current and dynamics is insensitive to
extrinsic pinning and external magnetic field26, as was confirmed experi-
mentally34. This is due to the fact that the wall dynamics in the intrinsic
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pinning regime is governed by a torque (right hand side of the second equa-
tion of Eq. (50)), which governs the wall velocity X˙, while pinning and
magnetic field induce force, which governs φ˙; The forces due to sample ir-
regularity therefore does not modify the motion induced by a torque in the
intrinsic pinning regime.
Experimentally, intrinsic pinning is observed in perpendicularly magne-
tized materials34, perhaps due to relatively low intrinsic pinning threshold,
while materials with in-plane magnetization mostly are in the extrinsic
pinning regime governed by the nonadiabatic parameter β and extrinsic
pinning. In this regime, the threshold current of the wall motion is given
by35
jec ∝
Ve
β
, (59)
where Ve represents strength of extrinsic pinning potential like those gen-
erated by geometrical notches and defects. Control of nonadiabaticity pa-
rameter is therefore expected to be useful for driving domain walls at low
current density.
Of recent interest from the viewpoint of low current operation is to use
multilayer structures. For instance, heavy metal layers turned out to lower
the threshold current by exerting a torque as a result of spin Hall effect36,
and synthetic antiferromagnets turned out to be suitable for fast domain
wall motion at low current37,38.
10. Interface spin-orbit effects
Physics tends to focus on infinite systems or bulk system approximated as
infinite, as one of the most important objective of physics is to search for
beautiful general law supported by symmetries. In the condensed matter
physics today, studying such ’beautiful’ systems seems to be insufficient
anymore. This is because demands to understand physics of interfaces and
surfaces has been increasing rapidly as present devices are in nanoscales
to meet the needs for fast processing of huge data. Systems with lower
symmetry are therefore important subjects of material science today.
Surfaces and interfaces have no inversion symmetry, and this leads
to emergence of an antisymmetric exchange interaction (Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction)39,40 in magnetism . As for electrons, broken inversion
symmetry leads to a peculiar spin-orbit interaction, called the Rashba in-
teraction41, whose Hamiltonian is
HR = iαR · (∇× σ), (60)
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where σ is the vector of Pauli matrices and αR is a vector representing the
strength and direction of the interaction. The form of the interaction is the
one derived directly from the Dirac equation as a relativistic interaction, but
the magnitude can be strongly enhanced in solids having heavy elements
compared to the vacuum case.
As is obvious from the form of the Hamiltonian, the Rashba interaction
induces electromagnetic cross correlation effects where a magnetization and
an electric current are induced by external electric and magnetic field, E
and B, respectively, like represented as
M = γME(αR ×E), j = γjB(αR ×B), (61)
where γME and γjB are coefficients, which generally depend on frequency.
The emergence of spin accumulation from the applied electric field, men-
tioned in Ref.41, was studied by Edelstein42 in detail, and the effect is
sometimes called Edelstein effect. The generation of electric current by
magnetic field or magnetization, called the inverse Edelstein effect43, was
recently observed in multilayer of Ag, Bi and a ferromagnet44.
10.1. Effective magnetic field
Equation (60) indicates that when a current density j is applied, the con-
duction electron has average momentum of p = menj (n is electron density),
and thus an effective magnetic field of Be =
ma3
−e~2γαR × j, acts on the
conduction electron spin (γ(= |e|m ) is the gyromagnetic ratio). When the sd
exchange interaction between the conduction electron and localized spin is
strong, this field multiplied by the the spin polarization, P , is the field act-
ing on the localized spin. Namely, the localized spin feels a current-induced
effective magnetic field of
BR =
Pma3
−e~2γαR × j. (62)
One may argue more rigorously using field theoretic description. Con-
sidering the case of sd exchange interaction stronger than the Rashba in-
teraction, we use a unitary transformation to diagonalize the sd exchange
interaction (Eq. (28)). The Rashba interaction in the field representation
then becomes
HR = −
∫
d3r
m
~e
ijkαR,iRklj˜
l
s,j , (63)
where j˜ls,j ≡ −i ~e2ma†
↔
∇j σla is the spin current in the rotated frame, Rij
is given in Eq. (43). Terms containing spatial derivatives of magnetization
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structure is neglected, considering the slowly-varying structure. In this
adiabatic limit, spin current is polarized along the z direction, i.e., j˜ls,j =
δl,zjs. We therefore obtain using Rkz = nk,
HR =
∫
d3r
m
~e
js · (αR × n), (64)
which results in the same expression as Eq. (62).
The strength of the Rashba-induced magnetic field is estimated (choos-
ing a = 2A˚) as BR = 2 × 1016 × αR(Jm)js(A/m2); For a strong Rashba
interaction αR = 1 eVA˚ like at surfaces
45, BR = 4 × 10−2 T at js = 1011
A/m2. This field appears not very strong, but is sufficient at modify the
magnetization dynamics. In fact, for the domain wall motion, when the
Rashba-induced magnetic field is along the magnetic easy axis, the field is
equivalent to that of an effective β parameter of
βR =
2mλ
~2
αR, (65)
where λ is the wall thickness. If αR = 1 eVA˚, βR becomes extremely large
like βR ' 250 for λ = 50 nm. Note that β arising from spin relaxation is
the same order as Gilbert damping constant, namely of the order of 10−2.
Such a large effective β is expected to leads to an extremely fast domain
wall motion under current46,47.
Experimentally, it was argued that fast domain wall motion observed
in Pt/Co/AlO was due to the Rashba interaction48, but the result is later
associated with the torque generated by spin Hall effect in Pt layer36. It
was recently shown theoretically that strong Rashba-induced magnetic field
works as a strong pinning center when introduced locally, and that this
Rashba pinning effect is useful for highly reliable control of domain walls
in racetrack memories49.
10.2. Rashba-induced spin gauge field
Since the interaction (63) is the one coupling to the spin current, the Rashba
interaction is regarded as a gauge field acting on electron spin as far as the
linear order concerns. The gauge field defined by Eq. (63) is
AR ≡ −m
e~
(αR × n). (66)
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Fig. 11. Schematic figure depicting spin relaxation contribution of Rashba-induced spin
electric field E′R generated by magnetization precession. Electric current j is induced
as a result of motive force E′R in the direction perpendicular to both n× n˙ and Rashba
field αR.
Existence of a gauge field naturally leads to an effective electric and mag-
netic field5,7
ER = −A˙R = m
e~
(αR × n˙)
BR = ∇×AR = −m
e~
∇× (αR × n). (67)
In the presence of electron spin relaxation, the electric field has a perpen-
dicular component6
E′R =
m
e~
βR[αR × (n× n˙)], (68)
where βR is a coefficient representing the strength of spin relaxation. For
the case of strong Rashba interaction of αR = 3 eVA˚, as realized in Bi/Ag,
the magnitude of the electric field is |ER| = me~αRω = 26kV/m if the
angular frequency ω of magnetization dynamics is 10 GHz. The magnitude
of relaxation contribution is |E′R| ∼ 260V/m if βR = 0.01. The effective
magnetic field in the case of spatial length scale of 10 nm is high as well;
BR ∼ 260T.
The Rashba-induced electric fields, ER and E
′
R, are important from the
viewpoint of spin-charge conversion. In fact, results (67)(68) indicates that
a voltage is generated by a dynamics magnetization if the Rashba interac-
tion is present, even in the case of spatially uniform magnetization, in sharp
contrast to the conventional adiabatic effective electric field from the spin
Berry’s phase of Eq. (17). In the case of a think film with Rashba interac-
tion perpendicular to the plane and with a precessing magnetization, the
component ER ∝ n˙ has no DC component, while the relaxation contribu-
tion E′R has a DC component perpendicular to n× n˙ ‖ n. The geometry of
this (spin-polarized) current pumping effect, j ∝ E′R ∝ αR×n, is therefore
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the same as the one expected in the case of inverse Edelstein effect (Fig.
11). In the present form, there is a difference between the Rashba-induced
electric field effect and the system in Ref.44, that is, the former assumes
a direct contact between the Rashba interaction and magnetization while
they are separated by a Ag spacer in Ref.44. It is expected, however, that
the Rashba-induced electric field becomes long-ranged and survives in the
presence of a spacer if we include the electron diffusion processes. The spin-
charge conversion observed in junctions will then be interpreted as due to
the Rashba-induced electromagnetic field. For this scenario to be justified,
it is crucial to confirm the existence of magnetic component, BR, which can
be of the order of 100T. In the setup of Fig. 11, BR is along n. The field
can therefore be detected by measuring “giant” in-plane spin Hall effect
when a current is injected perpendicular to the plane.
11. Application of effective vector potential theory
11.1. Anomalous optical properties of Rashba conductor
The idea of effective gauge field is useful for extending the discussion to
include other degrees of freedom, like optical properties. In fact, the fact
that the Rashba interaction coupled with magnetization leads to an effec-
tive vector potential AR (Eq. (66)) for electron spin indicates that the
existence of intrinsic spin flow. Such intrinsic flow affects the optical prop-
erties, as incident electromagnetic waves get Doppler shift when interacting
with flowing electrons, resulting in a transmission depending on the direc-
tion (directional dichroism), as was theoretically demonstrated in Refs.50,51.
The magnitude of the directional dichroism for the case of wave vector q
is given by q · (αR × n). The vector (αR × n) is called in the context of
multiferroics the toroidal moment, and it was argued to acts as an effective
vector potential for light52.
It was shown also that Rashba conductor, even without magnetization,
shows peculiar optical properties such as negative refraction as a result of
spin-charge mixing effects50. In fact, spin-charge mixing effects of Eq. (61)
leads to a current generated by applied electric field, E, given by
jIE·E = −~γκEIE[αR × (αR ×E)], (69)
where κEIE is a coefficient (Fig. 12). As it is opposite to the applied field,
the mixing effect results in a softening of the plasma frequency as for the
E having components perpendicular to αR. The electric permitivity of the
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Fig. 12. Schematic figure showing the cross-correlation effects in the plane perpen-
dicular to the Rashba field αR. Edelstein effect (E) generates spin density, sE, from
the applied electric field, and inverse Edelstein effect (IE) generates current jIE·E from
magnetization ME.
system is therefore anisotropic; Choosing αR along the z axis, we have
εz = 1−
ω2p
ω(ω + iη)
, εx = εy = 1− ω
2
R
ω(ω + iη)
, (70)
where ωp =
√
e2ne/ε0m is the bare plasma frequency (ne is the electron
density), and ωR ≡ ωp
√
1 + ReC(ωR) < ωp is the plasma frequency re-
duced by the spin mixing effect.50 (C(ω) represents the correlation function
representing the Rashba-Edelstein effect, and its real part is negative.) The
frequency region ωR < ω < ωp is of interest, as the system is insulating
(εz > 0) in the direction of the Rashba field but metallic in the perpen-
dicular direction (εx < 0). The dispersion in this case becomes hyperbolic,
and the group velocity and phase velocity along q can have opposite direc-
tion, resulting in negative refraction. Rashba system is, therefore a natural
hyperbolic metamaterial53. A great advantage of Rashba conductors are
that the metamaterial behavior arises in the infrared or visible light region,
which is not easily accessible in fabricated systems. For instance, in the
case of BiTeI with Rashba splitting of α = 3.85 eVA˚54, the plasma fre-
quency is ωp = 2.5 × 1014 Hz (corresponding to a wavelength of 7.5µm)
for ne = 8 × 1025 m−3 and F = 0.2 eV55. We then have ωR/ωp = 0.77
(ωR = 1.9 × 1014 Hz, corresponding to the wavelength of 9.8µm), and hy-
perbolic behavior arises in the infrared regime. The directional dichroism
arises in the infrared-red light regime50.
11.2. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
Another interesting effect of spin gauge field pointed out recently is to in-
duce the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction. Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM)
interaction is an antisymmetric exchange interaction between magnetic
atoms that can arise when inversion symmetry is broken. In the continuum
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limit, it is represented as
HDM ≡
∫
d3rDαi (∇in× n)α, (71)
where Dai is the strength, α and i denotes the spin and spatial direction,
respectively. It was recently discussed theoretically that the interaction is a
result of Doppler shift due to an intrinsic spin current generated by broken
inversion symmetry56. In fact, spin current density, js, which is odd and
even under spatial inversion and time-reversal, respectively, is induced by
spin-orbit interaction in systems with broken inversion symmetry. Spatial
variation of localized spins observed by the flowing electron spin is then
described by a covariant derivative,
Din = ∇in+ η(js,i × n), (72)
where η is a coefficient. This covariant derivative leads to the magnetic
energy generated by the electron of (Din)
2 = (∇n)2 + 2η∑i js,i · (n ×
∇in) + O(η2). We see that the second term proportional to js is the DM
interaction, and thus the coefficient is Dai ∝ jαs,i.
More rigorous derivation is performed by deriving an effective Hamilto-
nian. The electrons interacting strongly with localized spin is described by
a Lagrangian (38), where Aαs,i is an SU(2) gauge field describing the spatial
and temporal variation of localized spin. To discuss DM interaction, we
include a spin-orbit interaction with broken inversion symmetry,
Hso =
∫
d3r
i
2
c†
[
λi · σ←→∇ i
]
c, (73)
where λ is a vector representing the broken inversion symmetry. (Multior-
bital cases are treated similarly56.) As is obvious from this form linear in
spatial derivative and Pauli matrix, the spin-orbit interaction generates a
spin current proportional to λ. From Eq. (38), the effective Lagrangian for
localized spin to the linear order in derivative is
Heff =
∫
d3r
∑
ia
j˜as,iAas,i, (74)
where j˜as,i ≡
〈
ˆ˜jas,i
〉
is the expectation value of the spin current density in
the rotated frame. In terms of the spin current in the laboratory frame,
jas,i, the effective Hamiltonian reads
Heff =
∫
d3rDai (∇in× n)a, (75)
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where
Dai ≡ j⊥,as,i , (76)
and j⊥,as,i is a component of j
a
s,i perpendicular to the local magnetization
direction, n. We therefore see that the DM coefficient is indeed given by
the expectation value of the spin current density of the conduction elec-
trons. The first principles calculation based on this spin current expression
turns out to have advantage of shorter calculation time than previous meth-
ods57,58 by evaluating twist energy of magnetization56.
It has been noted that spin wave dispersion is modified in the presence of
DM interaction, resulting in Doppler shift of spin waves59,60. The spin wave
Doppler shift is natural from our physical interpretation of DM interaction,
as DM interaction itself is a consequence of flowing electron spin current.
12. Summary
We have discussed various magnetic and electron transport properties in
metallic ferromagnets from the view points of effective gauge field. The
concept of gauge field turned out to be highly useful to describe novel
electromagnetic cross correlation effects and optical properties.
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